A critical level of diabetic autonomic neuropathy.
Diabetic autonomic neuropathy was expressed quantitatively using the coefficient of variation of R-R intervals (CVR-R) in ECG and its critical level where diabetics were plagued with various symptoms was investigated. The subjects were 58 diabetics under the age of 40 years. ECGs were recorded in the resting supine position and the degree of autonomic neuropathy was expressed as CVR-R by processing 100 consecutive R-R intervals. Symptoms caused by diabetic autonomic neuropathy were determined using a questionnaire. CVR-R were 1.10 +/- 0.34% (mean +/- SD) and 4.31 +/- 2.01% in patients with and without orthostatic hypotension respectively, the former being significantly lower. CVR-R were 1.30 +/- 0.88% and 3.81 +/- 1.31% in those with and without impotence respectively, the former being significantly lower. CVR-R were 0.80 +/- 0.14% and 3.85 +/- 2.17% in those with and without diabetic diarrhea respectively, the former being significantly lower. Concerning sweating abnormality CVR-R were significantly reduced in subjects exhibiting gustatory sweating (1.52 +/- 0.74%) and hypohidrosis (2.26 +/- 1.44%) when compared to those without these symptoms. From the results obtained, a CVR-R of 2% can be considered as the critical level which determines whether symptoms due to diabetic autonomic neuropathy will appear or not.